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1. Reference documents



1. Reference documents

• Differentiated Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statement for 
Learners with Severe Intellectual Disabilities;

• Department of Basic Education Circular 3/2020;

• Education White Paper 6 – Special Needs Education – Building 
an Inclusive Education and Training System;

• Guidelines to Ensure Quality Education and Support in Special 
Schools and Special School Resource Centres (2014);

• Guidelines for Inclusive Full Service Schools (2010);

• Guidelines for Responding to Diversity in the Classroom (2012);

• National Protocol on Assessment (2011), specifically Chapter 9;

• National Policy Pertaining to Promotion and Progression 
Requirements (2011);

• Policy on Screening, Identification Assessment and Support 
(SIAS) (2014);

• Responding to diversity in grades R – 9



Short summary of
content
Provides a policy
framework for the
transformation of
practices related to
assessment
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1. Reference document



Short summary of 
content 
• Curriculum
• Assessment 

(limited) 
• LTSM
• Staff supply
• Hostel 

accommodation
• Transport 
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1. Reference document



P 26-
32
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Short summary of content
- What is Curriculum 
Differentiation
- What is differentiated 
assessment?
- How do we 
differentiate 
assessment?
- What is alternated 
assessment?
- How do we record, 
analyse and report results 
of assessment?
- Glossary of terms
Websites for curriculum 
differentiation resources
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1. Reference document



Short summary of content
- What is Curriculum 
Differentiation
- Practical approaches to 
different disability fields 
curriculum differentiation
- Differentiated 
assessment
- ISPs
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1. Reference document



Short summary of 
content 
-Types of assessment
- Recording
- Reporting  
- Requirements for teachers’ 
assessment file
- Learner profiles
- Assessment of learners 
with special needs
- Example of learner’s profile
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1. Reference document



Short summary of content 
- Time allocations for subjects 

(academic stream)
- Progression and promotion 
(academic stream)
- Learners with special needs 
include:
-neurological barriers
-impairments
-visual barriers
-physical barriers
-intellectual barriers
-multiple barriers
-severe behavioural and -
emotional barriers 
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1. Reference document
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1. Reference document



1. Reference document - Section 4 - DCAPS

• Describe assessment and the principles of 
assessment

• Explain the difference between formal and 
informal assessment

• Explain the percentage division



2. Summary of assessment



2. Summary of assessment



3. Definitions of assessment



3. Definition of assessment

• National Protocol for Assessment Grades R – 12
(NPA) defines assessment as “a process of
collecting, analyzing and interpreting
information to assist teachers, parents and
other stakeholder in making decisions about the
progress of learners”

• Assessment should be both informal
(Assessment for Learning) and formal
(Assessment of Learning). In both cases regular
feedback should be provided to learners to
enhance the learning experience.

18



3. Definition of assessment

“Guidelines for responding to learner diversity”
states (pg. 13):

“Differentiation in assessment involves rethinking
the traditional practise of having all learners do
the same assessment tasks at the same time. In
this new way of thinking, teachers need an
assessment approach and plan that is flexible
enough to accommodate a range of learner
needs.”

19



4. Types of assessment
5. Assessment cycle

6.Purpose of assessment



4. Types of assessment

Types of 
Assessment

Baseline 
Assessment

Helps to determine what 
existing knowledge, skills 
and values learners may 
have already acquired.

It is used at the beginning of the 
assessment task, grade or phase to 
design a learning experience that will 
build on existing knowledge.

Systemic 
Assessment

Provides a means for monitoring the 
performance and effectiveness of the 
education system. Learner performance 
is indicated in relation to national 
indicators.

Formative 
Assessment

Involves continuous assessment 
which monitors and supports the 
teaching and learning process, and is 
used to inform both learners and 
teachers about the learners’ progress so 
as to improve learning.

It will assist the teacher in 
adjusting or revising the 
lesson plan and give the 
learners advice on how to 
improve their work.

Summative 
Assessment

Give an overall picture of 
learners’ knowledge at a 
given point.

It is used at the end of 
an assessment task or 
period of learning 
(term or year).

It enables the teacher to 
sum up the extent of the 
learners’ progress at the end 
of a learning programme (or 
section of the programme).

Diagnostic 
Assessment

Use diagnostic assessment to find out 
more about the nature and causes of 
barriers to learning experienced by 
specific learners, so that intervention 
strategies can be designed and 
implemented before problems become 
too serious.

It is followed by guidance, appropriate support 
and intervention strategies.

For vocational subjects, diagnostic assessment 
is done by suitably qualified individuals, not 
necessarily teachers in the class.



5. Assessment cycle

Plan and prepare 
teaching, learning 
and assessment

Develop the 
assessment task

Quality assure the 

assessment task

Conduct formal 
assessment and 
collect evidence

Record and 
report

Analyse and interpret 

Assessment results 
and plan intervention

Assessment 
Cycle



6. Purpose of assessment FOR/OF/AS

23

Purposes of assessment
The primary purpose of assessment is to improve learners' learning and teachers' teaching as both respond to the information it provides.

Assessment FOR learning

Formative assessment

Occurs when teachers use inferences about 
learner progress to inform their teaching. 
(Formative)

Happens throughout a lesson and must be 
planned when planning the teaching and 
learning activities of the lesson.

Assess to see whether the learners are learning

Continuously collect information on learners’ 
achievement to be used to improve their 
learning.

Daily monitoring of learners’ progress.

Done through observations, discussions, 
practical demonstrations, informal classroom 
interactions.

Should be integrated in learning activities taking 
place in the classroom.

Result of the informal daily assessment task is 
recorded ̶ noted in an observation book not 
formally.

Assessment OF learning

Formal assessment

Occurs when teachers use evidence of 
their learners’ learning to make 
judgments on learner achievement 
against objectives. (Summative)

Assess what the learner has learnt.

Provides the teacher with a systematic 
way of evaluating how well learners are 
progressing in a grade and in a particular 
subject.

Examples of formal assessments include 
tests, practical tasks, projects, oral 
presentations, demonstrations, 
performances, etc.

Formal assessment tasks are marked and 
recorded by the teacher for progression 
purposes.

Assessment AS learning

Informal assessment 

Occurs when learners reflect on and monitor 
their progress to inform their future learning 
goals. (Formative)

Learners need to be able to monitor their own 
learning and use feedback from teachers and 
peers to make adaptations and adjustments to 
their understanding.

Doing assessment as learning has the benefit 
of preparing the learner to become a lifelong 
learner, to grow in self-esteem and confidence 
that will lead to motivation for deep learning.

Teachers need to rethink the way they ask 
questions. They have to prepare quality 
questions that will explore and
challenge misconceptions and 
misunderstandings as well as create some 
conflict that will require discussion.



6.1 Assessment of learning



6.1 What is assessment of learning
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Occurs when teachers use evidence of their 
learners’ learning to make judgments on learner 

achievement against objectives (Summative)

Assesses what the learner has learnt.

Provides the teacher with a systematic way of 
evaluating how well learners are progressing in a 

grade and in a particular subject.

Examples of formal assessments include tests, 
practical tasks, projects, oral presentations, 

demonstrations, performances, etc.

Formal assessment tasks are marked and 
recorded by the teacher for progression 

purposes.



How?
6.1 What is assessment of learning



Section 4.2.3 (DCAPS) To implement formal 
assessment the teacher should: 

• Explain the task to guide the learner, show an 
example of the completed task in order for the 
learner to know exactly what to do and what is 
expected;

• Divide the class, according to abilities, in more than
one group and give a task with similar content, but
differentiated in terms of level of difficulty,
abstractness or method of questioning, to all the
learners. The way in which the assessment task is
set should be in reach of the learners’ level of
development

6.1 What is assessment of learning



Section 4.2.3 (DCAPS) To implement formal
assessment the teacher should:

• Set written tests to assess theoretical
knowledge within a set time, allowing for
assessment accommodations in line with
learners’ individual needs;

• Write the date of expected completion of the task in
the learner’s book;

• Compile a suitable assessment tool; and

• Formal assessment should reflect 20 % theoretical
knowledge embedded in practical work. Eighty
percent (80%) should be practical work.

6.1 What is assessment of learning



6.2 What is assessment for learning

6.3 What is assessment as learning



7. Steps in planning for 
assessment



Steps in the assessment process

1.Consult policies

2.Decide strategy

3.Plan dates

4.Generate
recording sheets

5.Verify weighting
and rating codes

6.Decide on
support groups

8.Assess learning
styles

9.Develop tasks
and tools

10.Pre-quality
assurance

11.Conduct
formal
assessment

12.Mark and
quality assure

13.Record and
report

14.Analyse
and plan
intervention

PRE DURING POST



7.1 Consult policy documents



7.1   DCAPS

Formal School-Based Assessments

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4

Minimum of 1

worksheet/test/activi

ty per term in order

for 20 % of rating

codes to reflect on

theoretical

knowledge

Minimum of 1

worksheet/test/activi

ty per term in order

for 20 % of rating

codes to reflect on

theoretical

knowledge

Minimum of 1

worksheet/test/activi

ty per term in order

for 20 % of rating

codes to reflect on

theoretical

knowledge

Minimum of 1

worksheet/test/activi

ty per term in order

for 20 % of rating

codes to reflect on

theoretical

knowledge

Minimum of 4

practical assessment

tasks or activities in

order for 80% of

rating codes to

reflect on different

practical skills

Minimum of 4

practical assessment

tasks or activities in

order for 80% of

rating codes to

reflect on different

practical skills

Minimum of 4

practical assessment

tasks or activities in

order for 80% of

rating codes to

reflect on different

practical skills

Minimum of 4

practical assessment

tasks or activities in

order for 80% of

rating codes to

reflect on different

practical skills



• SKILLS – Applying theory to the production process

• THEORY – understanding content at a theoretical level

20

80

Skills: Theory

THEORY SKILLS

7.1 CONSULT POLICIES - Skills : 
Theory



Adaptations can be made in terms of:
• Number of activities

• Number of words/calculationsQuantity

• More or less

• Pace learner differentlyTime 

• More support, e.g. buddy 
system, assistantLevel of support

• E.g. enlarge text, more concrete 
examples, hands on activitiesInput

• E.g. use calculator, simplify 
activity, change rulesDifficulty level

• E.g. verbal instead of written, 
point to, MakatonOutput

• Adapt the extent to which 
learner is actively involvedParticipation

• Show instead of name, locate 
instead of writeGoal

7.1 Differentiation in assessment & adaptations



7.1  Differentiation in assessment 
(Guidelines for responding to diversity pg. 14)



7.1   Differentiation in assessment 
(Guidelines for responding to diversity pg. 14)

Question Differentiated

Name the days of the 
week

Recite the poem -
weekdays

Write in your own 
words…

Draw a picture

Make a list of……. Role play the ……..

List the main ideas 
of……

Paint a picture/paste 
pictures/make a model 
….

Write …… Show/blink at the 
correct option..



7.1 Differentiation in assessment and straddled 
learning

• Learner in Grade 4 (first year) masters Grade 2 Mathematics, 
Grade 4 Cons. Studies food production and Grade 3 Language 
skills

Mathematics Food preparation

Grade 2 Grade 4 Grade 4

Language – Grade 3



7.2 Decide on an assessment 
strategy



7.2 Decide on assessment strategy
Definition Example

WHO will do the

assessment?

A method is a

procedure you will

follow to assess the

learner.

Group assessment, Self-

assessment, Peer assessment,

Teacher/facilitator assessment.

FORM

WHAT you will

use as evidence

of the learner’s

achievement.

A form is the product

that the learners will

produce to

demonstrate their

performance against

the goal.

Project work; poster; observation;

test; oral; practical; written work;

recording of role play.

TOOL

HOW you will

assess evidence

and what criteria

you will use.

A tool is any

instrument you use in

your method to assess.

Rubric; memorandum; checklist;

observation book; observation

sheet, conversion table to

convert correct number of

answers.



7.3 Plan the assessment dates



7.3 Example – teacher assessment plan



7.3 School assessment plan for EFAL
Grade 4 (1) LS group

Content 

area/compo

nent

Term 1 Term 2 Term 3 Term 4

Listening and 

speaking

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Phonemic

awareness 

and phonics

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Reading and 

viewing

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Writing Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here

Type assessment 

goals here



7.4 Generate recording sheets



7.4 Recording sheet (excel)

Learner 1

Learner 2

Learner 3

Learner 4

Learner 5

Learner 6



7.5 Principles of assessment



7.5  Principles of assessment

• Is enough 
evidence 
available

• Does 
assessme
nt reveal 
what 
learner is 
currently 
able to do

• Is the work 
the 
learner’s 
work?

• Do we 
assess 
what we 
want to?

Valid 
(Geldig)

Authen
-tic 

(outentiek)

Cur-
rent

Suffi-
cient



7.5  Principles of assessment -
process

• Do learners 
know what to 
do?

• Are we fair and 
unbiased when 
assessing?

• Is the 
work the 
learner’s 
work?

• Assessment 
activities should 
follow practical 
and natural 
sequence Sys-

tema-
tic

Cre-
dibble
(kredietwaar-

dig)

Open/

trans-
parent

Reli-
able

(betroubaar)



7.5  Principles of assessment –
Form/method

• Keep finances,  
facilities, 
equipment and 
time in mind

• Must be part of 
learning and 
teaching

• Must be unbiased 
in respect of 
gender, age, race 
and disability 

• Are you 
assessing 
knowledge, 
skills, verbal or 
written word? Appro-

priate
Fair 

(regverdig)

Manage-
able

Integra-
ted



7.6  Weighting and rating code 
(graderingskode) allocation



7.6 Language weighting

Skills Time Allocation per 27,5 hours

Grade R Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade 4 Grade 5

Listening 
& 
Speaking 
(Oral)

4 hours 4 hours 4 hours 4 hours 2 hours 2 hours

Reading 
and 
Viewing

3 hours 3 hours 3 hours 3 hours 2 hours 2 hours

Writing & 
Presentin
g

2 hour 2 hour 2 hour 2 hour 1 hour 1 hour

Language 
Structures 
and 
Conventio
ns

1 hour 1 hour 1 hour 1 hour 1 hour 1 hour



7.6 Mathematics weighting

Content Areas Grade R-3 Grade

4&5

Weightings Weightings

Numbers, Operations and Relationships 60% 60%

Patterns, Functions and Algebra 10% 5%

Space and Shape (Geometry) 10% 10%

Measurement 15% 20%

Data handling 5% 5%



7.6 Life Skills weighting
Grade R - 3 LIFE SKILLS 

COMPONENTS

TIME 

ALLOCATION

T
o

ta
l 
ti
m

e
 a

llo
c
a
te

d
 =

 1
2
.5

 

h
o

u
rs

 p
e
r 

w
e
e
k

Life 

Skills 

8 hours Routine Activities: 30 

minutes per day

2.5 hours

Free Play per 5 day 

week 

2 hours 

Life Skills per 5 day 

week

3.5 hours

Physical 

Educa-

tion

1 hour Physical Education 

per 5 day week

1 hour

Creative 

Arts

3.5 hours Creative Arts per 5 

day week

3.5 hours 

TOTAL 12,5 

hours

TOTAL 12,5 hours 



Rating codes

RATING CODE
DESCRIPTION OF 

COMPETENCE

7
Outstanding achievement

(Uitstaande prestasie)

6
Meritorious achievement

(Goeie prestasie)

5
Substantial achievement

(Verdienstelike prestasie)

4
Adequate achievement

(Aanvaarbare prestasie)

3
Moderate achievement

(Matige prestasie)

2
Elementary achievement

(Elementêre prestasie)

1 Not achieved (nie bemeester nie)



7.7  Support and cognitive 
levels



7.7  Support levels

High 
support

Low 
support

Moderate 
support



7.7 Cognitive levels



7.8  Learning styles



7.8  Learning styles



7.9  Develop assessment tasks 
and tools



• Name of learner

• Name of school

• Term

• Grade

• Task number

• Date

• Name of the subject

• Rating code

• Assessment tool

7.9  Develop assessment tasks–
requirements for assessment tasks



7.9  Types of tools

• Analytical descriptive rubric (analitiese
beskrywende rubriek)

• Task list/checklist (afmerklys)

• Conversion table (omskakelingstabel)

• Memorandum



7.9  How to formulate descriptive 
rubrics



7.9 How to formulate descriptive 
rubrics



7.9 Task list/check list

Apply a conversion table to convert to a rating code



7.9  Conversion tables

Correct ticks out 

of 5
Final rating code

1 correct out of 5 1

2 correct out of 5 3

3 correct out of 5 5

4 correct out of 5 7

5 correct out of 5 7

Correct ticks out of 16 Final rating 

code

1-4 correct out of 16 1

5 correct out of 16 2

6-7 correct out of 16 3

8-9 correct out of 16 4

10 correct out of 16 5

11-12 correct out of 16 6

13-16 correct out of 16 7

Correct 1-4 5 6-7 8-9 10 11-12 13-16

Rating 
score

1 2 3 4 5 6 7



7.9  Memorandum

Requirements

• Same as for assessment tasks

• Type the task/question as well as the answer

• Indicate assessment goal to be achieved

• Indicate how rating codes will be achieved –
e.g. use conversion table/count correct answers

• Type answers in different colour for easy 
reference

• Try to keep page numbers same as task page 
numbers



7.9 Examples of Life Skills tasks with tools



7.9 Examples of Mathematics tasks with 
tools



7.9 Examples of Mathematics tasks with 
tools



7.9 Examples of Life Skills tasks with tools



7.9 Examples of Life Skills tasks with tools



7.9 Examples of Life Skills tasks with tools



7.10 Quality assurance 
(moderation) 

(Kwaliteitsversekering)



7.10 Pre- quality assurance



7.11   Conduct assessment



7.11   Conduct assessment

Learners complete the task.

Assessments must be administered on the dates as it
appears on the School Assessment Plan that is
designed per grade per subject, the Programme of
Assessment designed by teachers teaching the subject
and the Annual Teaching Plan (the teachers’
preparation).

Assessment should always be executed in a relaxed
atmosphere, preferable in the morning when the
learners are more attentive.

The teacher should ensure that all the LTSM that is
necessary to conduct the assessment, is available.



7.11   Conduct assessment

The formal assessment task should coincide with the
practical skills and theoretical work embedded in the
practical skill corresponding with the tasks performed
on that day or within the previous week.

Teacher marks the learners’ assessment tasks and
allocate the rating code using the assessment tool.

Feedback to the learner should be clear, specific,
personal (directed and applicable to the learner),
constructive, kind and honest.



7.12   Mark and quality assure



7.12   Mark and quality assure
Have a system for marking. For example:

• Tick at the fact or point where you are giving the
mark instead of at the end of the question.

• Make comments for the learners at each question
rather than a general comment on the front of the
paper.

• Always review the work of learners who have received
rating codes of 1 or 2. These learners should be
placed in either a higher support group or to a lower
grade if they receive many rating codes of 1 or 2.

• Learners who receive rating codes of 7 for all the
components (in a subject), should be placed in a
lower support group in the same grade, or instructed
on a higher grade level.



7.13  Record and report
(Rekordhouding en verslagdoening)



7.13  Internal school assessment 
(rating score/code) schedule

Learner 1

Learner 2

Learner 3

Learner 4

Learner 5

Learner 6



7.13  Learner reports (NPA p 39 – 41)



Learner reports



7.14  Analyse and interpret 
learner performance and plan 

intervention



Bell curve



7.14 Assessment graphs – interpret and 
analyse 



7.14 Assessment graphs – lnterpret and 
analyse 



7.14 Plan intervention

Plan intervention

Intervention means that steps should be put into
place to either:

• assist the learners to improve the rating code
obtained or

• to do staff development in areas that the
teachers needs assistance.



7.14 Plan intervention

Plan intervention

• Intervention in term of the learners can be
done by:

- Changing the grade on which the learners are
instructed

- Change the support group in which they are
grouped

- If too many learners achieve very high or low
rating codes, the grade should be adjusted.





8. Compulsory forms to 
complete



8. 1 Differentiation  P70 SIAS



8.   Differences between 
accommodations and modifications

• Accommodations: Learner learns the same
content and meet the same expectations as
classmates, e.g. blind learners listen to audio
tapes, learners get more time to complete
assignments. Changes are made to how
learner learns.

• Modifications: The learner content is modified,
thus either less complex, shorter, less
words/letters/calculations. Changes are made
to what a learner learns



8. 2 Accommodations P69 SIAS



• Refer to DBE Curriculum Differentiation
document to view the types of accommodations
and requirements thereof pg. 172 - 180

8.  Accommodations 



8.3  DBE schedules (NPA pg. 42)



Teachers assessment file requirements 
HEADINGS FOR COVER PAGES

DESCRIPTION OF WHAT TO INCLUDE

1 FRONT PAGE
Assessment file and HD’s name should appear

2 INDEX

3 NATIONAL ASSESSMENT POLICIES
NPPPPR & NPA

4 MEMORANDA AND CIRCULARS 
Only assessment memoranda and circulars to be included

5 SCHOOL ASSESSMENT POLICIES
All the subject policies for each subject HD is responsible for

6 SCHOOL ASSESSMENT TEAM ORGANOGRAM

Names and surnames of SAT as well as teachers they are responsible 

including subjects those teachers are responsible for

7 TEACHERS’ ASSESSMENT PLANS
Refer to table 3 for an example

8
FORMAL ANNUAL ASSESSMENT PLANS 

GRADE R, 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5

Only subjects/teachers formal annual assessment plans HD is 

responsible for. Refer to table 4 for an example.

9
FORMAL ASSESSMENT TASKS & ASSESSMENT 

TOOLS

Refer to examples of activities included in the manual

10
PRE-AND POST QUALITY ASSURANCE 

DOCUMENTS

Include all the pre-and post quality assurance documents of 

teachers/subjects HD is responsible for. Refer to table 7 as an 

example

11
MANUAL/ELECTRONIC RATING CODE TERM 

SCHEDULE/RECORDING SHEET

All the rating code schedules for teachers/subjects HD is responsible 

for. Refer to table 8

12 REPORTS
Examples of reports HD is responsible for

13
AGENDA & MINUTES & ATTENDANCE REGISTER 

OF MEETINGS

Only assessment meetings agenda, minutes and attendance registers

14
DEPUTY PRINCIPALS REPORTS/ PRE-AND POST 

QUALITY ASSURANCE

Only reports pertaining to assessment quality assurance to be 

included



REMEMBER: Success depends on:

• Increasing monitoring and support at all levels for 
effective delivery of the curriculum and assessment

Teacher
Departmen-

tal Head
Deputy 

Principal
Principal

District 
Office

Head Office



THANK  YOU

carina.vlachos@gmail.com


